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NOTE: This unit DOES NOT include a book. The 72 Angel cards, Dreams Signs Meditation are

initiatic keys that can help us in many ways. Each card enumerates the Qualities of an Angelic State

or Energy, and overleaf the human distortions are listed. Angels symbolize our capacity to dream

and be aware of the multi-dimensions of Life; they are also Fields of Consciousness representing

Qualities, Virtues and Powers in their purest state. We can choose an Angelic State of Energy to

work with by following the Angel Calendar (included in the set) based on the date and time of our

birth; according to a problem we are experiencing or a quality we d like to develop or improve; or we

can simply pick an Angel card at random to see what we need to work on, or in answer to a specific

question. Work with the Angels is spiritually autonomous work that helps us connect with deep

memories in our unconscious and creates openings within us, which then manifest in dreams and

powerful signs in our everyday lives. Through Angel Recitation (i.e. repeating the name of an Angel

like a mantra), we activate Angelic Energies and Powers within us thereby increasing our capacity

to dream, dream recall. We can also identify aspects of our dreams and signs and better understand

their meaning through the qualities and human distortions of the Angel card we re working

with.These Angelic Cards are also the ideal complement to the International Bestsellers: The Book

of Angels, The Hidden Secrets by Kaya and Christiane Muller also available on .
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The writing should have been in a different color. It is very hard to see to read.

I was amazed of the high quality of the deck and the booklet but my only complain is the lack of the

images which is really important to me. Overall is great deck and find it better than the book.

Love these cards! Very easy to find the one you want/need in the box. I like to take the cards with

me because I can never remember the names and they fit in my purse very easily.

It's all too easy to forget that God sent angels to watch out for us at any conceivable moment.

Having these cards makes it easier to remember the path and make more enlightened choices.

Kabbalah is an amazing system of belief that gives you the ability to have a much more personal

relationship with whatever your concept of God is.

The card were damage and the book was not even together it was store copy on it.

I came across this deck by accident, but of course it wasn't. I wasn't looking for this deck when it

found me. The objective of the deck is to help you become acquainted with the 72 angels of God. I

have now learned from this deck that the 72 angel names are actually derived directly from the 72

names of God. When an -EL or -AL is added onto the name of God you now have an angel name. I

now understand that the angels represent the qualities and virtues of God. I never thought of them

that way before but my Christian background helps me make sense of this. These names have

been around for centuries as well as the angel names. This is not made up stuff or coming from the

mind of the makers of these cards. They are using the information that has come down for centuries

through Hebrew channels of knowledge. The premise is that you chant the name of the angel for 5

days. It is not an obsessive duty, just one that you pay attention to and do during the course of the

day from the time you wake up until you go to bed. the continued premise is that you will begin to



destroy memories that have built up in you since childhood that deter you from being who you were

meant to be. Anytime you invoke the name of God you change the quality of your spirit and soul. so

saying the angel names begins a reworking in you of purification of all of the thoughts, hurts, pain,

deceptions, deceit, actions, etc. caused by yourself, others, society, family, ethnic affiliations that

have derailed your consciousness and destroyed and/or distorted your authentic self. I started

actively beginning this work of cleansing through tarot cards many years ago, several years ago

with mind entrainment, then working with Tamara Oviatt and Sacred Activations. From Tamara I

kept hearing about 100s of 1000's of memories that we have buried in our consciousness and that

the Sacred Activations cleanses them. This concept really made more sense to me sense working

with the Angel cards and seeing the same premise. You receive 72 cards, and little handbook, an

angel calendar card (each angel actually corresponds to a 5 day period in the calendar). I am

extremely impressed with the quality of the cardstock. it is quite heavy and meant to last. the pages

of the little book are not glued and bonded together but actually sewn together! It is so hard to find

any books that have a sewn binding today. That they invested that extra effort into their little book

was quite impressive. You will begin to dream more, learn to read your dreams, understand the

signs that the angels are showing you. You will see synchronicities more clearly. You will become

more observant and clairvoyant over time as you become more open and purified consciously. I

understand this premise from working with my tarot cards for years. THIS IS A SPIRITUAL

CLEANSING WORK and it will take time. You must be dedicated to working with it if you want to

see marvelous results and you will see results. There is so much more that I have left out...just

know that I personally see such wonderful and great merit in this program and I highly recommend it

for anyone understand my journey and/or you are looking for more growth.

Most times a picture or image aids the card reader and the seeker by invoking a feeling or mood for

the card when it turns up in a reading. In the case of " The 72 Angel Cards," the lack of illustration

relegates the entire deck to the realm of the "ho-hum" and almost makes the bookÂ The Book of

Angels: Dreams, Signs, Meditation--The Hidden SecretsÂ by deck's creators mandatory for greater

understanding.These cards are not to be used like tarot cards even though there are 72 cards in the

deck. In fact these cards are to be used for direct work with specific angels that are chosen by

following the annual angel calender which is provided in the back of the small included booklet and

on the bottom of each of the cards. Choosing an angel with which to work can also be done by

selecting a random card from the deck, of by the specific qualities representative of that angel, by

focusing on a question and selecting an angel that has affinities with the problem that needs a



solution and by invoking one's three Guardian angels--one for physical, one for emotional and one

for intellectual dimensions of self--that are determined by using three different calendars printed in

the back of the small booklet. The creators explain how to do an angel recitation once the user has

determined which angel to invoke. With that in mind the seeker selects a card based on the

already-cited criteria and uses the card as a focal point for the actual work. In essence, this defines

the deck as angel flash cards without the necessary image that deems flash cards so appealing as

study tools.I always wondered at the strangeness of the angel names--while decks by Doreen Virtue

use Michael, Raphael, Uriel, Gabriel and other names that are familiar and popular "new age"

names like Opal, Aurora, Amethyst and Dawn and invoke long-haired images with soft and fluffy

wings, these 72 card "qabbalistic" angel cards use the 72 angels of the

Shemhamphorasch--the72-letter name of God . The names of these angels were created by taking

three verses from Exodus, each composed of 72 Hebrew letters--Exodus 14:19-21 and writing them

one on top of the other. The three Hebrew letters comprised by reading down the columns creates

the angel prefix and adding an "iah" or "el" to the trio of letters gives you the angel name. For

example, you will receive names like Vehuiah, Jeliel, Sitael, Mikael, etc. Essentially these 72 angels

are representative of God's attributes. The Shemhamphorasch angels were given astrological

associations by the Golden Dawn; I do not know if this deck's creators, Kaya and Christiane Muller,

use these astrological attributions to give their angels attributes and calendar associations, but I do

find it disappointing that as the Shemhamphorasch has been associated with the 72 cards of the

tarot that no relationship is commented upon on these cards.Each of the cards is numbered and

entitled with the angel's name. The face of the card contains a bulleted list of attributes that

suggests that angel's specialties. The back of the card contains what is called "Human Distortions"

which in my opinion may be Kaya and Muller's attempt at creating a reversed card as the list of

items under this title are, for the most part, negative.Physically, these celestial blue cards are nicely

sized and designed in a way that makes them easy to manipulate without sticking together.

However, as this is not a tarot or oracle deck and meant only to be used as a focal point for your

intention, this is a nice addition which should be included because of the cost of the cards which is

relatively high when compared to other decks that do include full color images.Bottom line? The 72

Angel Cards by Kaya and Chrisitiane Muller are a bit of a disappointment. Containing no images

and nothing that really distinguishes one card from another besides the actual copy on each card,

the deck is meant to be more of a flash card tool to help one while working with specific angels that

are selected through a variety of means but mainly through the calendars in the back of the small

inclosed book. The angels featured on this deck are from the Shemhamphorasch, but no mention of



this is made in the booklet. As there is a relationship between the 72 cards of the tarot and the

Shemhamphorasch angels, it is also disappointing that this is not a major theme of this deck also.

This reviewer wishes someone would come up with a 72 card angel deck that reflects tarot, the

Shemhamphorasch and other angelic lore with full illustrations. Thinking of trying out theÂ Las

Cartas De Los Angeles De La Cabala / The Cards of the Kabbalah Angels: El Poderoso Talisman

de los 72 Angeles de la Kabbalah / The Powerful Charm of the 72 Kabbalah Angels (Spanish

Edition). Not really recommended for those who just must purchase.Diana Faillace Von

Behren"reneofc"

The other reviewers are correct, the box and booklet are very low quality. The cards are also not

edged, which would have been a nice touch if it were in the same metallic gold as the words. I'm not

that upset about there not being any images, but I recommend purchasing the accompanying book

with the same image as the box of cards. It was very illuminating to find my own three guardian

angels, as they point toward how I can heal and improve my quality of life, but the book (separate

purchase) gives much more detail about the how it all works.
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